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Hi Everyone
Is this edition of the Pattaya Trader making you feel hungry ? It has me, just
editing the pages of our March magazine. As a previous Pattaya Personality John
Collingbourne recently remarked one of the best things about living in Pattaya
is the availability of so many great places to eat and this month’s personality is
Gerry from Sunny’s
Then our cover star for this month Paolo has plenty to tempt you at Marco’s on
Thappraya road unsurprisingly it has become quite the place for “Ladies who
lunch” as well as a warm,charming evening eaterie. Paolo is also well known
for his victory on the TV programme “Iron Chef” - go to www.pattayatrader.com
click the online magazine and then the dropdown box to view our December
2016 Pattaya Trader and read all about his win.
If you’ve yet to try Robin Hood there’s 1 month left to use your 20% discount
voucher on our Dining in Detail Feature” (page 25) and if like me you’re watching
all the great films available to view at the moment then stay in and order a great
pizza from Fire and Stone.
Bon Appetit !
Gloria
Assoc. Editor

READ ONLINE
Read the Trader as an online flipbook
on your computer, tablet or smartphone
on the following websites:

www.pattayatrader.com
www.issuu.com/pattayatrader
Interested in advertising?
Contact Bappy in sales today!
Phone: 0 38 232 103 / +66 957 200 530
Email: pattayatrader@pattayatrader.com

Pattaya Trader is published by Chang Siam Publishing
Co. Ltd. (part of Voova Group). The name Pattaya Trader
is a trademark.
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PIZZAS AND A MOVIE NIGHT WHAT A GREAT IDEA - ESPECIALLY
WHEN THE PIZZAS ARE FROM FIRE AND STONE

don't think 2017 was such a great year for films - with a couple of
exceptions there were just too many remakes and films with “people
flying around”. Yet this year - just before the lead up to The Oscars
some really great films have materialised:
Darkest Hour, Three Billboards Outside Ebbing Missouri and The Post to
name just three.
The beauty of well written, well acted and well crafted films like these, is that
unlike the big 3D adventures and spectacular movies like Black Panther, they
are the type of films that can be enjoyed at home.
I also really enjoy watching the award ceremonies themselves from the Golden
Globes, BAFTAs right through to the Academy Awards they are tremendous
fun especially if you are with friends cheering on your favourites. So what
better way to view than to gather around the TV and get a good home delivery
pizza ?
Fire and Stone I’m very pleased to say can deliver their delicious pizzas right
to your door. You can choose a Medium 12” or even go for the Large 14”
I would definitely recommend their Quattro Formaggi because you can
absolutely taste the quality of the four different cheeses used, no cheap
processed slices here. Also their Salami Piccante is just that, great and
peperry and piccante with the mozzarella tomato and pepperoni winning
combination going down extremely well with a beer or two !
A new one on me was the BBQ Chicken this was extremely saucy and
delicious with plenty of shredded chicken and onion. All the pizzas arriving
fresh and warm with bases that were just right, not too thin and crunchy
but not too soggy either.
Fire and Stone are at 1/13 Pattaya Klang, (right next to Alibaba) should you
feel like collecting but you don’t have to you can call through your delivery
on 038 427 011. Or even go to their Facebook page @fireandstonepizzeria
to place your order,see the menu, and check out any promotions.
These delicious pizzas are also available via the Door To Door delivery
service:
https://www.door2doorpattaya.com/
Or call 038 720 222

So what are you waiting for ? Have a Pizza and a
Movie night real soon !
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By RICK CLICK

meets Dante’s inferno. As you progress you are also able to
control some of the Demons you encounter, so if you want to
survive get ready to hide.

B

efore I start on the releases for March, I would just
like to forewarn you that game releases have a habit
of slipping back. This can be for many reasons, I just
don’t want you to be disappointed if something you’re looking
forward to gets delayed. Personally, I prefer this instead over
a game being rushed out full of bugs. Now on with the show.:
Since I started this column I had no idea just how many
roleplaying games are getting released every month.
Considering each takes several hours to finish, who’s out there
playing them? I guess people wait for their own favourite. This
month we have “Ni no Kuni II: Revenant Kingdom”, “Shining
Resonance Refrain”, “Atelier Lydie & Suelle: The Alchemists
and the Mysterious Paintings”, you get the idea. However,
one release really caught my eye.

“Fantasy IV” coming to the PC.
This release is significant as for years the Final Fantasy series
has only been available on consoles. I also remember Final
Fantasy 7 being a Playstation exclusive. But now I guess with
the influence of Skyrim, Square Enix has finally decided to
venture out onto PC. This version will also have all the DLC
and also some bonus content. They’ve also added a firstperson mode, which might be strange in a final fantasy game
during combat sections. With Nvidea support look forward
to new added graphical effects, it should look stunning. And
enjoy 4K support if you are lucky enough to have this setup.
Mod support is coming, so I’m guessing fans will go crazy,
and yes “Cloud” will one day appear in this game. If you own
a PC sounds like you’re in for a treat.

“Agony”
A game not for the faint of heart, journey into hell in this
survival horror. Having looked at an early trailer they don’t
pull any punches. So, expect some really nasty imagery, it’s
going to be very Heavy Metal. The game play is from a firstperson perspective as you control a martyr who has been
condemned to hell. Sort of like “Amnesia the Dark Descent”
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Far cry 5
The open world shooter franchise continues. This time set
in hope county Montana. In case you don’t know Far Cry,
features an open world sandbox, with many different vehicles
to help you move around. Enemy outposts around the map
need to be cleared to undermine and weaken the oppressing
despot and liberate the locals. This time there will be a
new character creation feature so you’re not stuck with the
premade hero. I’m curious to see what people are able to
come up with, maybe play as Donald Trump? You will also
be able to recruit some of the locals to help in the fight Also
different is the premise, where as a deputy you are enlisted
to stop a doomsday cult lead by the Reverend Joseph Seed.
They always have interesting villains in these games so I bet
the cutscenes will be fun to watch.

“Bravo Team” and “Golum” PSVR
English developers of the charming little big planet have a
new game for the PSVR called Bravo team. Bravo Team is
set in a fictional modern day Eastern European city. Where
your escort mission goes wrong resulting in the President’s
assassination, a country threatens to tear itself apart...and
your team along with it. Featuring single player and two
players on line co-op.
Ok so this is a cover-based shooter. Movement looks to be
via teleportation. People are starting to get a bit fed up with
this, which makes this game more like an on rails shooter. We
all remember playing “House of the dead” and “Time crisis”
back in the day. Movement in VR is proving to be a challenge.
However, coming to the rescue are the makers of “Golem”
also out on PSVR. They have their own solution something
called an incline control system, where you move your body
slightly in the direction you want to go. Maybe this will feel
more natural than teleportation we shall see. However there
is no doubt that the sword fighting looks excellent reminds
me of using a Wii controller yes couch potatoes will have to
move their arms to block and parry. I would personally prefer
to be playing this over “Bravo Team” especially in single play.
So what a great month with some really great games, sadly
both require a lot of time and money. Sorry if I didn’t get
around to releases for the younger crowd. Just to let them
know that there is a new “Kirby” game along with “Pikachu
Detective” and “Scriblenauts showdown”.
Search for Rick Click on You tube to visit his gaming channel
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By Danny Davino

The Grape Trail
Wines from the Big
Mountain
If you were to drive up Highway 2
from Bangkok to Nakhon Ratchasima,
you’d eventually pass a small turn-off
to the right into Highway 1060 which
meanders into the hills of Khao Yai
National Park. A little to the south, in
the lush and fertile Asoke Valley you’d
find GranMonte vineyards and winery.
Up here, it’s 350m (over 1,000 feet)
above sea level although you’d never
guess. GranMonte is pronounced
“Gran-montay” and it’s the Italianized
translation of Khao Yai (big mountain),
which is the home to several Thai
wineries. Khao Yai National Park is
also home to several hundred wild
elephants and many other exotic
animals, including the barking deer,
the Malayan sun bear and the gaur
which is an odd-looking kind of cow,
though it doesn’t look much like one.
You might be surprised to know that quality wine is produced in Thailand, and a handful of wineries are turning out superb
award-winning wines made from locally-grown grapes. Traditionally, wine grapes are grown between the latitudes of 30° and
50° in both the Northern and Southern hemispheres. In contrast, most of Thailand’s vineyards are found in a narrow band
between 14° and 18° N. For a long time it was thought that wine grapes simply wouldn’t grow so far south, until a royal project
began experiments with grape planting about thirty years ago.
GranMonte has a state-of-the-art winery and uses winemaking equipment imported from France, Germany, Italy and Australia.
In recent years, their wines have won dozens of prestigious international prizes. The wine-maker is Nikki Lohitnavy, the
daughter of Visooth and Sakuna Lohitnavy, the owners of GranMonte Vineyard and Winery. Nikki studied at the University
of Adelaide and she’s the first fully-qualified winemaker in Thailand with a bachelor’s degree in oenology and honours in
viticulture. In 2016, Nikki was listed as one of Forbes Asia’s 30 Under 30 for her work in rapidly developing GranMonte’s
products, innovating techniques for tropical viticulture and winemaking, and helping to boost the position of Thailand’s wine
industry on the world stage.

GranMonte Asoke Valley Verdelho 2017 (white), Thailand (Bt. 995 @ Passion Delivery)
https://www.passiondelivery.com/products/award-winning-2017-verdelho-gmt034?taxon_id=33 >>
This splendid wine has an attractive, slightly oily appearance in the glass. This is a sign of the Portuguese Verdelho grape,
which in Thailand is cultivated only at GranMonte. It’s often confused with the Italian Verdello grape but despite the similarity
in names they are completely unrelated. There’s a sumptuous aroma with hints of white flowers, mango and ripe guava. Take
your time sniffing because the aroma has so much to offer. On the palate, you’ll notice the rich, silky-smooth mouth-feel with
luscious papaya fruit together with a dash of white pepper. It’s as dry as the proverbial bone and there’s a pleasing dash of
natural acidity although the rich fruit offsets the dryness. This wine won the coveted award of Best Wine from Southeast Asia
in the prestigious Hong Kong International Wine and Spirit Competition. It really is a cracker of a wine, and as a bonus there’s
a long dry finish of around forty-five seconds.
Drink it cold of course. It comes at a decent 14% ABV
(alcohol by volume) and you could enjoy it straight out
of the fridge because in our tropical climate it will warm
up fast enough. After the bottle has been open for
about twenty-five minutes, the flavours will intensify.
This would make a terrific aperitif and its fresh clean
quality would make a splendid partner for many Thai
dishes.

GranMonte Asoke Valley Heritage Syrah 2014
(red), Thailand (Bt. 890 @ Passion Delivery)
https://www.passiondelivery.com/products/2014heritage-syrah?taxon_id=34 >>
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The Syrah grape, also known as the Shiraz is grown all over the world but its traditional home is the Rhône region of south
eastern France. This one is a rich dark red with an intense spicy aroma that wafts out of the glass. You’ll probably pick up
jammy succulent black fruit and berries with the characteristic Syrah peppery quality. This award-winning wine feels lean and
clean on the palate and it’s quite full bodied. Some Australian
Shiraz wines taste as though you’ve been hit in the face with
a sack of cherries. In contrast, winemaker Nikki Lohitnavy has
crafted a more refined wine which rather reminds me of the
traditional French style. There’s plenty of flavour but the firm
texture and fine tannins hold the fruit in place. You might notice
a hint of vanilla on the lingering finish. It’s an elegant and wellbalanced wine and as dry as they come.
At 13.5% ABV it would make a perfect food partner but
authoritative wines needs to be paired with full-bodied flavours.
Assertive meat dishes will work well, such as rib eye steak,
beef stew, venison, spicy sausages or a ragout with olives and
peppers.
After the wine has been open for twenty minutes or so, you’ll
probably notice the secondary aromas appearing with hints of
cherry, plums and olives. Forget that nonsense about leaving
the opened bottle on the table for a bit, because it won’t make
a scrap of difference. Simply pour the wine into the glasses
and leave them untouched for a few minutes because it will get
far more oxygen that way. Just try and resist the temptation to
have a swig.
These two GranMonte wines are available to purcahse online
from
www.passiondelivery.com . The company also provides a wide
range of other culinary products. Click on the QR codes for
more information.
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SUGAR HUT

By Gloria Jones

I

’ve lived in Pattaya for six years now and am ashamed to say have never
visited The Sugar Hut. I’ve passed by the entrance on Thappraya Road by
the traffic lights turning to Pratumnak many times but never ventured in.
Therefore I was delighted to have the opportunity to meet with Khun Miew and
be shown around.
The first thing you notice as you travel down the tree clad road is that despite
the fact you are only a few metres from the general hustle bustle and traffic of
Thappraya road you feel that you are in fact miles outside Pattaya somewhere
deep in the Thai countryside. There are exotic plants and trees gathered from all
parts of the world, a cooling breeze and even parrots and peacocks !
A blend of East meets West the Traditional Award Winning Thai restaurant and
charming villas surround a beautiful and very refreshing looking swimming pool.
It really is a great place to stay and relax so it comes as no surprise when Khun
Miew tells me that as well as couples and families Sugar Hut is very popular
with companies. For example many Corporate Japanese bookings are made
rewarding hard working sales teams with a couple of days of rest and relaxation
in these wonderful surroundings.
For those lucky enough to stay in one of the traditional villas you
will continue to find a pleasing mix of East meets West and the
best of both Modern and Traditional facilities. For example there
are modern shower fixtures in a traditional bathroom surround
and a really beautiful bed set into wood to give excellent spine
support and promote a really good night’s sleep as well as looking
extremely attractive.
There are plans for a new area to open later this year as can
be seen from the buildings being put in place further towards
Thappraya road. These are still very much in keeping with the
traditional Thai surrounds and even include a raised outdoor
area which will be available for jazz concerts as well as including
places to enjoy the food and calm surroundings

Watch this space as we keep you advised of the progress !
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By GLORIA JONES

THE BIG KAHUNA ON THAPPRAYA ROAD
“Hamburgers ! Corner stone of any nutritious breakfast
What kind of Hamburgers? …...........................
Big Kahuna Burger that's that Hawaiin burger joint ....I hear they
got some tasty burgers."
These famous lines scripted by Quentin Tarantino and spoken by Samuel
Jackson provided an iconic scene in a fantastic film that would forever
immortalise the “Big Kahuna Burger washed down with a tasty beveridge”.
So with a pleasing sense of fun it is great to see Big Kahuna come to Thappraya
road and delight us all with their Great American sandwiches, pizzas, Hawaiian
inspired dishes and much, much more.
When The Pattaya Trader visited, pineapple was right up there as a Hawaiin flavour for our choice of fare. From the
extremely tasty “Thawaiian Fried Rice” succulent chicken fried rice beautifully served from within a Pineapple – and
really so plentiful it would make a great dish for 2 to share. Through to the lip smacking ribs with a slice of pineapple
on the side and then my absolute favourite the towering BBQ Onion Burger. When this was served to my table rather
embarrassingly people came over to stare and possibly to see if I could actually finish it …....I could ! The home made
onion rings were amazing and the potato salad – well just don't get me started
I love the colours, the hand painted décor and the themed music. This eaterie is professionally run carrying the theme
and the fun right the way through. I can;t wait to go back for a breakfast feed of big buttermilk pancakes or crispy bacon
and aged cheddar cheese croissant or Bacon Cheesburger Omelet the wants are endless !
If you haven't been yet I'd advise you to go as soon as possible but be sure to go hungry!
Big Kahuna 315/164 Thappraya Road Moo 12, 20150 Pattaya
Open 8- 21:00 every day
Call 097 242 2329
check out their Facebook page and their fun video adverts created by Pattaya Trader!
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2018 is going to be a great year for Golf. Locally we've
all just enjoyed the LPGA at Siam Country club and next
month we will relish watching the first major of the year
The US Masters from Augusta scheduled for April 5-8th..
Jordan Spieth is heavily fancied and other players to
watch will undoubtedly be Mickelson and McIlroy.
Then of course later in the year in September we will
all be on the edge of our seats for the Ryder Cup when
this year’s event will be held in France from September
28th to the 30th at Le Golf National in Saint-Quentin-EnYvelines a suburb South-west of Paris .You can be sure
that I Rovers will be showing all the golf action.
You can watch all this great sport live on our 21 large
HD TVs. We show just all sports broadcast including, the
English Premiership, the English Championship,NRL,
AFL, Rugby, UFC, Test Cricket,F1 and of course
American Football. . With I-Rovers you can have fun not
only watching your favourite sport but also playing your
favourite sport . We regularly compete in the Pattaya
Darts and Pool competitions - everyone is welcome to
join us and get on the team!
Or come along and bring your clubs to one of our
Wednesday Golf Days, visiting some of Pattaya’s best
golf courses such as Siam Country Club, Burapha Golf
Club and Laem Chabang Country Club.So if you are
interested in a round or two of golf,

SPORT & LEISURE

I -Rovers – the Golfer's Delight !
We welcome all levels
of golfers and will try
to pair similar players
together. Or we can
organise a golf trip for
you and your golfing
friends giving you the
opportunity to just relax and
enjoy a leisurely day’s golf. There are even
prizes for more serious players to compete for.
If however you’d prefer just to sit and watch the great
variety of sport on offer you can enjoy a pint or two in
our friendly bar in Soi LK metro located in the centre of
Pattaya which also provides some delicious food. From
the “gut busting” breakfast,to a wide variety of Western
or Thai dishes available for either a lunch or evening
meal and don’t forget to check out our daily food and
drink specials !
Like our Indian Curry Monday, Spaghetti Tuesday, Burger
Wednesday, Meatballs Thursday and Fish & Chips Friday
specials and our Bucket of 3 beers offer @ 195 baht

If you are interested in joining us for Golf pop in
to I Rovers and see Darren or Thomas or phone
0991524076

You can register by either popping into
the bar and seeing Darren or Thomas,
or by phoning 0991524076.

I-ROVERS SPORTS BAR
Location: The corner of Soi LK Metro
Phone: +66 (0) 38489494
Mobile: 099 152 4076
Website: www.i-rovers.com

www.pattayatrader.com
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96FM – Get Your Kicks On 96

A

fter getting the most popular radio
station in Pattaya back on track,
production manager Barry Upton
has been recently ironing out some initial
problems and updating the very listenable
playlist of ‘Sunshine Hits’ that bring back
so many memories featuring alongside the
best of the new stuff.
The music library is now full of ‘wow’ tunes
for all ages and ears with an upbeat feel to
reflect the fun city that is Pattaya. Some
additional complimentary latest Pop/
Country songs are now airing as well with
the feedback so far extremely positive.
This genre has taken the world by storm
utilizing modern production methods on
great songwriting with lyrics that are easy
to relate to. In a world where modern
standard pop and dance music is so repetitive and unoriginal, this new crop of Pop/Country stars are a breath of fresh air.
Many special guests have been visiting the studios and recording interviews for radio and TV with Pattaya People Media Group
also welcoming sponsors old and new to come and get extra exposure for themselves and their products in a lighthearted
and informal way.
Weekdays begin with the always fun ‘Morning Glory’
breakfast show airing between 8am to noon featuring
guests galore and other live events. Barry Upton is your
host, helping to make the sun shine even brighter. If you’d
like to join Barry on the show, maybe having an event to
promote or an interesting subject to feature, contact him
by email: barry@pattayapeople.com.
This month there’s a midday to 2pm show called ‘Let’s Do Lunch’ featuring DJ Johnny P who hails from Preston in the U.K.
and is an ‘in demand’ Northern Soul specialist, a genre which is regularly featured on 96FM.
From 2pm to 4pm, the lovely and charming D.J.- S.J. (Sarah Jayne) provides a little ‘Afternoon Delight’ to accompany an
occasional daytime cuppa with a nice slice of cake….maybe.
Paul Rosenberg’s ‘Sundowner’ show from 4pm to 6pm takes us from late afternoon into the night time zone as ‘the sun goes
down’. His ‘cool’ American smooth tones help guide you through to the sun setting. He also helps Barry Upton present a new
feature, the regularly updated ‘Events & Gig Guide’ that allows listeners to be informed of what’s happening around town.
The online version of 96FM is now up and running as is the ‘app’ so that the message of ‘come to Pattaya, the most fun city
in the world’ can be heard internationally.
The other radio stations, Kiss FM on 91.75 featuring dance style music aimed at a younger audience, and Russian Radio 90.75
also come under the Pattaya People Media Group wing and can be accessed on a daily basis.
The future for radio in Pattaya is bright with a whole lotta ‘Sunshine Hits’.Get your kicks on 96 !!! Pattaya People Radio.
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PATTAYA PEOPLE TELEVISION – Entertainment Central

A

t Pattaya People Media Group,
we have always prided ourselves
on having the only 24 hour, mainly
English speaking Expat targeted TV channel
in town. So instead of not knowing when the
random one hour of transmission by other
companies is on, you can be sure to catch
the latest Pattaya People material whenever it
suits you, providing quality entertainment and
information of interest to Expats in the area.
As with the radio, Barry Upton is now back in
charge of editing the TV output schedule with
a wish to produce more fun programming,
even if there may be a subliminal commercial
aspect. A former favourite series ‘Pattaya
Stories’ has returned with interesting people
who live or regularly visit the area chatting
about their lives and thoughts about this
region of Thailand.
‘On air’ at the moment are chats with Tilly Rutherford, a legend in the U.K. music business who signed Kylie Minogue, Rick
Astley and Donna Summer amongst many others during his time at the ‘Hit Factory’ PWL label, plus John Collingbourne, a
long time auctioneer in Pattaya with a juicy story to tell alongside his gavel banging exploits..
Many people have voiced the loss of not seeing Barry Upton’s ‘Behind the Music’ programmes over the past year, so the good
news is that new ones are in the offing and soon to go into production. Meanwhile some popular repeats of shows already in
the can are now showing including the ever popular ‘Beatles’ edition.
Travelogue style programmes such as the highly popular ‘Koh
Chang’ series are to be joined by more features with handy travel
tips around Thailand and S.E. Asia in general. Also Pattaya People
Media Group have joined forces with Pattaya Utd of the Thai
Premier Football League to provide information about upcoming
home games and their new Expat fan club featuring the fans
reactions to the games’ highlights.
If you would like to help in the making of our TV programmes
by either suggesting a topic or facility to cover, even taking part
yourself, then please contact Pattaya People and let us know your
suggestions. Maybe you’re a business that would like to advertise
but in a more modern,subliminal way. Pattaya People Television is
the way forward and has the know how to help you in your quest
for exposure, not only on cable TV, but worldwide online. Also our
TV station is searching for a Thai female presenter who can speak
very good English to present some of the new output so please spread the word.
Contact Pattaya People for more information at their South Pattaya offices by mailing to info@pattayapeople.com or barry@
pattayapeople.com. Or call 038 427 585
Our website is www.pattayapeople.com
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PAGS has a Record Field

By Jeff Wylie

P

attaya Amateur Golf Series had a
record number of participants, 188,
which included a record number
of Ladies, 29. The Mountain & Lakes 9s
were the combination of the day, with
the course playing at its full scorecard
length and with no preferred lies, it was
expected a return to sensible scores
would ensue. This proved to be correct,
with only 1 male score hitting the 40 point
mark, while the Ladies again defied the
course but with only a small number
breaking 40.
The winner in the Ladies Flight went to
Phensri Snyder (26) with a creditable 42
points, 1 clear of Nat Rukkid (12), who
also picked up the 3rd shot approach on
Lake 6.
The C Flight winner for handicaps 20+
was Ronan Lastennet (23) with the
aforementioned day’s best men’s score
of 40. Rolf Urhog (32) got 2nd position
with 38 points, on a countback of the
back 9 holes 24/20, over Lars Akerblom
(24).

B Flight for handicaps 14 – 19 was won by Craig Banks with a solid 37 points, ahead of several players on 34 points. Roland
Nilsson (17) had the best back 9 of 18 points to claim 2nd spot, while Werner Schwarz (17) edged others out of 3rd place with
a back 9 of 16, & a last 6 holes of 11 points.
The A Flight for players for 0 – 13 saw Jeff Wylie (9) successful over Ronny Larsson (11) on countback 21/17, after both signed
for 39 points. Ronny also securing the Long Drive in the 54 & under division on 18. The bronze medal position required a
countback to settle the placing, with Morten Schjelle being successful after scoring 37 points with a back 9 of 22, to go with
his NTP on Lake 7.
After 2017’s feast of under par scores in the Low Gross, this month saw Jeff Wylie win with a comparatively meagre 78, having
edged Bob Watson 37/40 on the back 9. Bob having to be content with an honorable mention for his 2 technical prizes on
Mountain 6 & 7. Paul Smith getting a shout out for his approach on Mountain 1 and his Long Drive on Lake 9.
There was a bumper crowd back at Hemingways for the presentation, none of whom went home hungry after Dave’s crew
did a tip top job.

A big thank you to all the sponsors, both old and new, for what promises to be another successful PAGS contact Shane
on 0859459689, through Facebook, or birdie.in.th for your preferred time slot.
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Chris Millar (The Highlander) – Future Image Dublin Member

It’s Time to Get Prepared

T

he crazy months of Xmas and New Year are over and hopefully you received that special gift of a rod and reel. There are
many varied fish species in Thailand and therefore many different baits and tactics are used to catch them. Here are the
some of the more common baits, it is by no means a comprehensive list but it is at least something to think about and
a good starting point for anyone who wants to experiment with different combinations and mixtures when fishing in Thailand.

BREAD (Thai - Kanom bang): There are two main types of Bread you can buy in Thailand both are usually mixed with powdered,

ground baits or something to add attraction: The first , which can be bought from most supermarkets is normal sandwich
bread which is edible for humans. All the varieties are available, white, wholemeal, rye, thick sliced, thin sliced, no crust, added
vitamin as well as chocolate bread, coconut bread, bread with jam and banana bread.
The second type which is not edible for humans are smell-enhanced bread .This is special bread made to use as fishing bait.
It has flavour enhancers mixed into it that make it very potent and not suitable for human consumption. You can buy this bait
from any fishing tackle shop as well as at fishing parks. There are 4 common flavours: banana, vanilla, strawberry and pandan.
It’s quite easy to tell which is which by the colours.

GROUND OR POWDERED FISHING BAIT (lam or Lum): This bait is very similar to European ground bait or method mix, can be used

alone or mixed with bread and is packed around a feeder and cast into the water. Again they can be purchased from any tackle
shop or fishing park. The four main flavours are Banana, Vanilla, Strawberry and pandan but there is also a flavour called Nom
meow in Thai which basically translated means Cats Milk. Fruit baits can be a very good bait to use for certain fish species,
obviously very easy to buy as most street corners will have a fruit stall. They need to be chopped and mixed by you. The fruit
is then usually mixed with normal unflavoured Sandwich bread. Getting the right mix is important so it will produce a very
strong smell that will last a while when submerged in the water. Some popular fruits used are: Raisins, Bananas, Mangoes,
Grapes, Apricots, Pineapples, Durian, Jackfruit and Papaya. Experimentation is the key and some will work better than others
in different locations or at different times of the year when certain fruits are in season.
Ground bait or powdered bait known as LUM in Thai language is a very popular fishing bait and used together with a method
type wire cage feeder. It can be mixed together with any of the other bait types or used on its own. Experimentation is the key
if you have time and patience.

SOFT FISHING BAITS: These are easily purchased from markets, they need to be mixed by you into a dough together with
normal un-enhanced bread . Some good ones to try are: Coconut milk, Chocolate milk, Creamy Cakes, Eggs, Milk Powder,
Butter, Cocoa, Coffee, Cheese, Condensed Milk.
FLOUR FISHING BAITS: Include - Noodle flour, Tapioca flour, Yam flour and Rice flour. These need to be mixed into dough
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together with Bread or Powdered bait
additive called "cats milk “These small
bottles of very strong flavourings can
also be bought from most Fishing tackle
shops and Fishing parks, although very
cheap to buy and come in numerous
flavours its easy to get over excited
and add too much of this stuff. Adding
to much will distract the fish and will
not have the desired effect. If you don't
know how much to use, its best to ask
somebody nearby.
If there is no one around you can
experiment but this could be very hit
and miss and leave you will mounds
of useless bait. It’s usually 1 x bottle
of flavour mixed with 1 x container of
bait. Most places have different sized
containers so that formula is not always
good to follow. When mixing your own
baits it really helps if you can leave them
mixed inside a sealed container like a bucket for about 7 days so the smells and flavours really soak into each other to enhance
the whole mix. So far the baits described are mainly for Catfish, Carp and Barb species. It’s not that those species only eat
Bread, Fruit and ground bait, but as Thailand also has predatory species there is one last group of baits that are very effective,
these are the FREE Found Baits.

FREE FOUND FISHING BAITS: Free found fishing baits are very varied and as 90% of fish are in some way predatory you could
really try anything you can get your hands on. Some of the more common baits for species such as Snakehead are Frogs
(both live and dead), Crabs (both live and dead), Prawns (both live and dead), Small Fish (both live and dead), Mussels, Worms
and Grubs. Worms are always a dead cert and pretty easy to find in the garden. classic bait that seems to be guaranteed all
around the world.

NOW WHERE TO GO - LAKES

Are you ready to get out on the lake and catch some fish? Before you go you might want to read and use some of our lake
fishing tips below. While these won’t be specific to any certain Thai fish species, they can be used in combination with our
fishing tips to make you a more skilful angler.

Inlets and Outlets are your Friend – Like humans, fish like specific temperatures and will generally hang around areas of a lake

that they find comfortable. Places where water enters or drains from a lake will generally be much cooler and favourable to
fish. Bait fish like to hang around these areas, along with the big monster fish that eat them.

Choose the Right Bait – You can’t go wrong with natural freshwater bait such as cricket, worms, minnows, and leeches. Live

bait can also be quite affordable from Thai markets. For artificial lures, we recommend fishing jigs. They are the most versatile
in lakes because they can catch just about any type of freshwater fish

As the Heat Index Rises – The hotter it gets outside the deeper you’ll need to fish. This is because fish tend to like cool
temperatures and will retreat to deeper, cooler water as the temperature outside rises. During dusk and dawn fish will come
to more shallow water to feed, some more shallow than others. You should research the specific type of fish you’re trying to
catch in order to learn more.
Find Sunken Structures – Fish like to hang around structures that make them feel safe and that provide the opportunity to
ambush other fish. Structures such as downed trees, branches and even man-made fish habitats are a great place to fish.

Look for Weeds – A lot of big fish, like Snakehead, like to ambush their prey from a nice comfy weed bed. Locate some weed

beds in the lake your fishing in and try getting your bait and/or lure in that area to see if you can coax a fish to bite. The weed
beds that lead to deeper water and create a break line are the best honey pots.

Work with the Wind – On days with a strong breeze you can expect the bait fish to get pushed closer to shore, meaning the
big fish will come closer to shore to feed. Watch for drift lines and follow them, they will lead to bait fish, which will in turn lead
to big fish.

Safety Information for Lake Fishing
When fishing on a lake it’s important to always wear a life vest and follow all local and state regulations when boating on that
lake. If you plan to fish from shore and wade into the lake make sure you use a wader belt to prevent water from rapidly filling
up your waders in case you fall. Make sure not to leave behind any hooks where you fish or near the shore of the water, they
can hurt wild life, domestic pets and even other people. Remember, we share our lakes with fish, wildlife and other humans,
so keep them clean and don’t leave or toss garbage in the lake.
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By Steve Wade

GOLF - LOOKING AT THE YEAR AHEAD

With the professional golfing season in Asia, Europe and the US already under way and the first major of the year the
US Masters only a few weeks away, we thought we would take a look at the golfing prospects for this year.
First of all Dustin Johnson the World Number One has sent a message out to all his competitors by absolutely hosing up in
the tournament of Champions in Hawaii in January. Shooting 24 under par, 8 shots clear of the rest of the field.
On the European tour Tommy Fleetwood won in Abu Dhabi and started this season much as he did last, maintaining his
improvement and is now pushing for a place in the world’s top ten. I can actually remember going to a tournament 3-4 years
ago just outside Bangkok with a friend of mine who is a very good judge. After watching Tommy Fleetwood at that tournament
I actually thought he wouldn’t get anywhere - shows how wrong you can be. However my friend told me “Watch this kid he is
going to be a good player” !
Some of the other world’s top ranked players have shown their intentions to come back this season better than ever. Jason
Day the former world number 1 won The Farmers’ Insurance Open on the US Tour by beating Sweden’s Alex Noren in a playoff
that lasted for 5 holes
Meanwhile Rory McIlroy started the season
in good form after his injury problems and a
change of clubs and caddy last season. I was
actually watching the last round in Dubai which
saw McIlroy just beaten into 2nd place by a
very talented young Chinese golfer called Li
Haotong. Only 22 years old the young Chinese
player was playing with McIlroy in the final
group and birdied 4 of the last 6 holes to hold
MIlroy off to win. What was interesting about
this was that during the TV coverage on the
day every commentator was talking as if it was
going to be a victory stroll for Rory. Despite
watching hundreds of hours of golf these so
called “experts” seem to get caught up in the
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hype of the player they are watching and do not read the tournament as it is unfolding in front of their eyes. The strength in
depth on the golf scene now is as strong as I have ever seen it and there are no certainties any more.
So at the top of the tree we have Dustin Johnson, Jordan Spieth, Jason Day “Rory McIlroy and the new European Wonder
Kid from Spain John Rahm. These will be the names that will be at the top of the market in most tournaments this season.
Unfortunately Japan’s top rated golfer Hideki Matsuyama who would have been in the above group, had to withdraw from The
Waste Management Phoenix Open, recently played in Arizona because of a damaged wrist. How long this takes to heal and
what effect it has is anybody’s guess but we would hope for a speedy recovery, as Matsuyama is as good as anybody when
playing well. So all in all it looks like being a fabulous season with all the top players competing,and the annual excitement of
the 4 major tournaments of the year being topped off by The Ryder Cup in September. As I said earlier, The Masters is next
month and my friend the good judge reckons that Matt Fitzpatrick the young English professional, has a good chance there
because of his good ball striking and fabulous putting.
Of course at the end of September we have The Ryder Cup.This Year’s event will be held in France from September 28th to
the 30th at Le Golf National in Saint-Quentin-En-Yvelines a suburb South-west of Paris. Believe me this is a tough course and
depending on how it is set up will not be torn to pieces despite the fact that some of the world’s top golfers will be competing
over the three days . The US team looks very strong for the first 4 or 5 players Dustin Johnson, Jordan Speith, Justin Thomas
(who has been a winning machine on the US Tour over the last 18 months), Ricky Fowler and Matt Kuchar who has already
accrued enough points to be virtually guaranteed a place this year, despite not winning After that some of the names on
the team will be less familiar to the European Golf fans for example Chev Reavie who recently won The Waste Management
Phoenix Open in Scottsdale and who will be amongst a host of up and coming players on the US Tour fighting for a place on
the team.
Meanwhile the European team looks to
have much the same pattern to it as the US
Team but I believe has much more strength
in depth with Rory McIlroy, Jon Rahm,
Sergio Garcia, Tommy Fleetwood Justin
Rose Alex Noren ,Tyrell Hatton and Henrik
Stenson making the top of the team look
very strong. Although Stenson will have
to improve to guarantee his place if he
doesn’t want to rely on a Captain’s pick to
make the team.
Ross Fisher looks like being the European
equivalent of Matt Kuchar by not actually
winning the tournament but accruing
enough high place finishes up until now to
virtually guarantee his place in the team.
Anyway it is sure to be as always, one of
the most exciting sporting spectacles of
the year and what a year it promises to be
with all this and the World Cup Too !
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By Marshall Tulley

No Driving Required: What Automated Vehicles Mean For Our Future

Y

ou know driverless cars are
coming. You’ve heard about
them. But what exactly do they
mean for our future? In this article, we
break it down.
Like many, you may have spent this
morning sitting in an hour of bumper-tobumper traffic, impatiently tapping your
steering wheel as you inched ever so
slowly toward your office. This is the norm
for millions of people around the world, but
all that looks like it will be changing, and
sooner than you might think.Autonomous
vehicles (AV) are The Next Big Thing in
the tech industry. It might sound a little
like a farfetched science fiction movie,
but think back to those landline locked
days when phones were used merely for
necessary communication. Who could
have envisioned a world in which we all
hold the internet in our hands?

Yet in 10 years that has become our reality and it looks as if the same will be true for driverless cars. Google, Uber, and Tesla
- to name a few - are already developing and testing prototypes, and some autonomous features are currently available in
certain cars.
So what does this new world of driving mean for us? That’s the big question, and it’s not easily answered. What we do know
points to some pretty exciting things as this technology revolutionizes the way we all travel.

What Does It Mean for Safety?
One of the greatest pushes for autonomous vehicles is the obvious improvements in safety that would result as most accidents
are attributed to human error. Take the human out of the equation and you have a possible solution to this problem. This
increased safety is pretty much guaranteed. The automated vehicles will have the internal technology to “talk,” not just to
us, but to roads, other vehicles, and even traffic signals. The sole job of the driverless vehicle will be to safely deposit its
passengers at their destination.
Think of all the risks drivers currently face:
• Distraction of mobile devices
• Road rage
• Drowsiness/sleepiness behind the wheel
• Driving under the influence of alcohol or drugs
• Attending to children’s needs while driving
• Running late and rushing
The list goes on and on - drivers are at risk primarily because human beings are flawed, and even the best driver can have
a bad day. Driverless vehicles take these risk factors out of our transportation experience. However, there are some who
would argue that there are inherent risks in the development of this kind of advanced technology. As with much modern
day technology, there is potential for cybercriminal activity and hacking. The Wall Street Journal, in an article entitled “The
Dangers of the Hackable Car,” reports that, “Some experts warn of a day when millions of fully internet-connected vehicles
will be at risk of being hijacked remotely. A mass hack could be catastrophic for the self-driving cars of the future, especially if
those cars don’t have steering wheels or other backup systems to let drivers take manual control.” However in spite of these
concerns, most agree that the improvements in the overall safety of human beings far outweighs the possible risks that might
follow, especially considering that most of these companies are already doing the research and development necessary to
guard against such dangers.

What Does It Mean for Productivity ?
In the new world of autonomous vehicles, not only are people safer, they
are able to make more productive use of the time. All those distractions
we just mentioned that put drivers at risk? They disappear.
• Your phone no longer distracts you from the task at hand, but rather
IS the task at hand, as you allow the vehicle to take you where you
want to go.
• Didn’t get enough sleep? Catch up with a nap on your commute
to work.
• A few drinks doesn’t mean danger for you or anyone around you as
you get into your car.
• Conference calls and meetings can simply happen on the way to
and from work, and not just when you are in the office.

MOTOR & MARINE

What Does It Mean for the Economy?

This is one of the main factors which could slow down the progress of this research and development. We know that ultimately,
driverless cars have the potential to be very good for the economy. Here are a few ways this technological advance will impact
the economy.
• As man-driven vehicles become a thing of the past, and so will the jobs entailed by those vehicles. Delivery services, taxi
and bus drivers, and truck drivers, to name a few, will become obsolete as those services become automated.
• However, as the need for these jobs gradually decreases, there will be in an influx of new jobs as well, as a result of this
technology. This will likely happen over time, meaning a gradual job displacement, rather than rapid, mass job loss.
• While it’s hard to know exactly how the public would respond as automated vehicles become the primary means of
transportation, car ownership may drastically decrease, and investment in a vehicle will become an outdated concept.
After all, many already choose to grab an Uber over driving for themselves. Why purchase an automated vehicle when you
can just rent one for your commute every day?
• We could see growth in cities as massive parking garages are no longer needed, and that space becomes available for
homes, businesses, or even green space. The economic implications of the driverless car seem complex and far reaching,
but it’s important to recognize that these changes will be happening incrementally, and much of what’s predicted will be
a long time in the making.

What Does It Mean For the Environment?

This is a pretty open-ended question, with very little certainty about the answer. For now, it seems that autonomous vehicles
have the potential to be either great, or really not great, for the environment. Here are some of the potential positive impacts:
• The decrease in safety risk means a decrease in safety precautions. Much of the current equipment required for vehicle
safety will not longer be needed, meaning less energy spent developing those materials, and less weight in the vehicle
itself, resulting in less energy required for the vehicle to run.
• Programming might mean that cars only ever use the most fuel-efficient routes.
• Automated vehicles could use up to 90% less energy than cars today. What are the potential negative impacts, though?
• Because car rides would no longer require anything of the driver, many might be willing to live even farther from the
workplace, or more readily take long drives, as it won’t negatively impact the time in their day, meaning MORE driving,
not less.
• See that last point in the positive impacts column? Well, it’s true that automated vehicles could use up to 90% less energy,
but it’s also true that they could use up to 200% more, according to researchers.
It’s hard for even the experts to really know how the advent of automated driving will impact our environment, but researchers
and developers building these prototypes are listening to concerns and being very proactive as they look to the future of
driving.

What Does it Mean for the Car Itself?
When you imagine this driverless car taking you where you need to go, you’re probably picturing your current vehicle without
a steering wheel, or something along those lines. However, in actuality, cars may be entirely redesigned as steering and
powering features become automated and certain safety features are no longer necessary.
You might see:
• Chairs that swivel so that occupants can face one another and chat or conduct meetings (as with the Mercedes Benz
F015)
• Interiors designed specifically tailored for the desires of the owner.
• Sofas or beds for lounging and relaxing.
The car’s place in society will change as well. If car ownership becomes a thing of the past, so will the idea of garages, not just
parking garages, but home garages as well. Thus the change in car design could lead to a change in home design.
As transportation changes, so will people’s
lives, and this has far reaching implications
for the makeup of our not just our homes,
but our cities, and ultimately the world, as
well.

Automated Vehicles are Coming: Are
You Ready?
While it’s true that the road to driverless
cars is a long one, there’s no doubt that we
are already driving down that road (or being
driven down that road, as the case may be).
While some might view this prospect as
somewhat frightening, it has the potential to
improve all of our lives for the better, giving
us hours back in our day and making us,
and those who come after us, safer than
ever as we travel from place to place.
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Top Hotels — World
Amazing to see just how many of Trip Advisor’s choice for
the Top hotels in the World are a mere hop skip and a jump
away from Pattaya.. Here are the Top 10:

1) Viroth's Hotel Siem Reap, Cambodia“Chic, tranquil,

6) Hotel Belvedere, Riccone Italy
“Absolutely wonderful Bike Hotel”
“Amazing place for active honeymoon trip”

7) The Nantucket Hotel & Resort, Massachusetts
“Warm, friendly, impeccably clean, perfectly located to
town, inviting public spaces, great bed, nautical decor.
We loved every minute.”

8) La Reserve Paris - Hotel and Spa Paris, France
“You will NOT be dissapointed. Guaranteed.”
“Elegant, intimate, splendid spot for drinks! ”

9) Nayara SpringsLa Fortuna de San Carlos, Costa
Rica
green and luxurious oasis. Friendly, helpful and yet
unobtrusive service. Viroth's is not just a great place to see
the stunning temples, but a destination in its own right.”

2) Tulemar Bungalows & Villas Manuel Antonio, Costa

Rica “There were eight of us total (two families with kids

“We took this trip for our 10th anniversary. We wanted
privacy, pampering and complete R&R. Nayara Springs
didn't disappoint.”

10) Hanoi La Siesta Hotel TrendyHanoi, Vietnam
“CUSTOMER SERVICE MADE THE DIFFERENCE”
“Great boutique hotel in Hanoi Old Quarter”

ranging in age from 6 to 10), and we all agreed it was the
best vacation we'd ever taken.”

3) Umaid Bhawan Palace Jodhpur India
“A living dream. Truly a magical and fascinating
experience. Majestic architecture and intricate detail.”

4) Hanoi La Siesta Hotel & Spa, Vietnam

11) Shinta Mani Shack - Siem Reap, Cambodia

5) Gili Lankanfushi, Lankanfushi, Maldives

“Absolute paradise, with ultimate comfort and privacy.
The villa attendant is like a ninja. Comes in and out
without being seen, yet keeps everything in order.”
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How to get A Driving Licence in Thailand

What you will need when applying
for your Thai Driver’s licence:
Interpreter

If you cannot read or understand the
Thai language, you are allowed to bring a
interpreter with you to help fill the forms and
give translation if necessary in the instruction
class and with the tests.

Valid Passport
immigrant Visa

with

Valid

Non-

Signed copies of the passport's first page, the
page with the current non-immigrant visa, the
page with the last entry stamp and the TMcard.

A certified letter of address

From the applicant's embassy, or the Immigration Bureau (document cannot be older than 30 days).If you are working in Thailand:
the blue workbook, better known as your work permit, can replace either of these documents and serve as address verification!

A doctor's certificate

Stating that the applicant is in good health, both physically and
mentally (standard forms are available from most clinics and
should not be more than 30 days old)

2 photos,

1” x 1” and not older than 6 months (photo service is available
on the premises).

Valid international driver's licence

Plus signed photocopy or a translated regular driving licence
from the applicant's home country, certified by Embassy or
consulate. (if available).
Note that 1 set of these documents is required per licence
application. However, when applying for both a car and a
motorcycle licence, an extra copy of the doctor's certificate and the letter of address will suffice for the second application.
Getting a Thai driving license is not difficult. When you see how many Thai drivers are, you may even wish they made it more
difficult. However after moving to Thailand it’s very important that you do get one. Traffic police routinely set up roadblocks to
stop motorists and check if they’ve got their licence and vehicle tax in order. Having a Thai driving licence in this situation will
mean that you’re back on your way in under 30 seconds.
You can use an International Driving Permit as a tourist, but if you’ve been in the country for 60 days or more then you are
supposed to get a Thai driving licence. Having a valid driving licence from your home country will make the process of getting
a Thai driving licence faster. With a valid licence you won’t be required to take the theory or practical (driving) exams.
If you wish to be able to drive both cars and motorcycles in Thailand, then you’ll have to apply for 2 separate driving permits and
be issued with 2 different cards but you can get both done during the same visit (or series of visits) to the Land Transportation
Office. If your home country driving licence is only valid for automobiles then you will still have to take the written and driving
tests to get your Thai motorcycle driving licence.
If it your first time getting a Thai driving licence, you’ll be issued with a temporary permit valid for 2 years. When the first 2 years
are nearly up, you should make another trip to the Department of Land Transport and get a regular license which is valid for 5
years. A Thai driving licence is theoretically valid in all
10 ASEAN member nations of Southeast Asia. It can
also be used as a valid form of identification inside
Thailand. For example, you can use a Thai driving
license to board a domestic flight instead of using
your passport.

Contact us for more info and assistance:
Tel : 095-734-0552
Line : successvisa
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I

n recent weeks there has been great deal of concern
that the virtual-currency boom of the past year has
papered over many problems. As digital tokens slid
more than 50 percent in value from their peak in early
January some of these problems have come to light. Such
as: hackers draining funds from online exchanges and
Ponzi schemes.
The government regulators have been unable to keep up
with the rise of cryptocurrencies and two main regulatory
agencies in the United States that oversee the technology,
the Securities and Exchange Commission and the
Commodity Futures Trading Commission, are to testify
before the Senate about their attempts to police virtual
currency markets.
The pro currency enthusiasts argue that the problems are no different from what has happened in other booms, like the
internet bubble of the 1990s. However, regulating bodies are concerned that virtual currencies by cutting out middlemen
and government authorities have made bad behaviour more prevalent.
“Cryptocurrencies are almost a perfect vehicle for scams,” said Kevin Werbach, a professor at University of Pennsylvania.
“The combination of credulous buyers and low barriers for scammers were bound to lead to a high level of fraud, if
and when the money involved got large. The fact that the money got huge almost overnight, before there were good
regulatory or even self-regulatory models in place, made the problem acute.”
Government agencies in the United States have shut down a few notable frauds. Early last month, securities regulators
in Texas and North Carolina issued cease-and-desist orders to BitConnect, an operation that had grown to be worth $3
billion. But those moves only came after BitConnect had operated openly for months, collecting hundreds of millions
of dollars from people around the world despite being labelled a Ponzi scheme by many prominent people in the virtual
currency industry.
Another pyramid scheme, MMM, which was shut down in an earlier incarnation by the Russian government, has been
revived thanks to the popularity of Bitcoin and is openly operating again and there are online groups openly trying to
manipulate the prices of digital tokens in what are known as pump-and-dump schemes. Many have been able to expand
quickly because they do not use bank accounts and therefore do not have to win approval from established institutions.
Instead, they are able to use virtual currency “wallets” without any approvals. And virtual currency transactions cannot
be reversed like normal bank or even PayPal transfers.
Facebook book announced last week that it would no longer allow advertisements for virtual currency projects and
JPMorgan Chase and Bank of America said they would bar customers from using credit cards to purchase virtual
currencies This follows the recent news that Coincheck, which had been one of the largest exchanges in Japan,
announced that it had lost nearly half a billion dollars of a virtual currency in what appeared to be the largest hack to hit
the industry.
However the biggest number of incidents have cropped up around initial coin offerings, in which entrepreneurs sell
custom virtual currencies to investors to raise money for software they are building. About 890 projects raised over $6
billion last year. Most of the new virtual currency projects borrow their basic design from Bitcoin using a network of
computers to maintain records so that no central government or authority is needed. That design has allowed the virtual
currencies to grow fast with no regard for international borders, attracting followers from Zimbabwe to South Korea.
“It is a perfect storm for the kind of scammy activity we are seeing, and it’s not obvious to me how
that is easily removed,” said Fred Wilson, a partner at the venture capital firm Union Square Venture and one of
the earliest advocates of Bitcoin in Silicon Valley. “Regulation, ideally prudent and informed regulation, can
help. But we may also need to have a big correction to really clean things up.”
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By Magna Carta Law Office

Thailand Excise Tax Law
The industrialist, importer, service provider or other persons having
excise burden under this Act shall have the duty to pay excise
upon Ad Valorem Duty and/or Specific Duty of goods or service.
Ad Valorem Duty is a tax whose amount is based on the value of a
transaction or of property, rather than on their weight or the number
of units. Specific duty is based on the weight, volume, item count
or quantity regardless of monetary value or market price.

Whiskey Selling License
Type 2, for selling every kind of whiskey, lower than 10 liters per one
time sell
• For entrepreneurs who registered VAT 2,000 Baht per year

Businesses involved in the manufacturing, importing of goods or
operating a service facility will be required to register for Excise
tax. If the industrialist or service provider of a service facility has
more than one factory or service facility, he shall submit a request
separately for each factory or service facility. A request for excise
registration must be submitted to the Excise Area Office where the
factory, business office or service facility is located, within thirty
days before the date of production, the start date of import, or the
start date of service.

Type 2, for retail selling tobacco, lower than 1,000 roll per one time
selling of Cigarette and Cigar
• VAT registered 			
500 Baht per year
• Non-VAT registered 		
100 Baht per year
The above mentioned fees do not include the fee of Administrative
Organization at 10%.
According to the Excise Act B.E.2560, the person with excise
burden under this Act shall have the duty to pay additional excise
for goods or services in support of local government at the rate
specified in a Royal Decree but no more than ten percent of the
excise. Entertainment or recreation business which provides food
and alcohol beverage (nightclub, discotheque, pub, bar, cocktail
lounge) and close after midnight has to pay 10% tax from all income.

The excise tax shall be no more than the rate which is specified by
the Excise Tariff Schedule. This shall apply at the time the excise
liability arose.
Liquor and Tobacco Selling License Registration Fees under
the New Excise Act

www.pattayatrader.com

(Entrepreneurs earning more than 1.8 Million Baht income has to register VAT)

• Non-VAT registered		

300 Baht per year

Tobacco Selling License

A person with excise burden who fails to conduct excise filing in
order to avoid or evade excise payment shall be liable to a term
of imprisonment of not exceeding six months or to a fine of not
exceeding 200,000 Baht or both.
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| BUSINESS NEWS

By Dave Thrifty

Keeping it simple
I have met people with substantial financial assets who are really ignorant of what
their investment portfolios contain and
what risk their investments entail. There
is really no excuse for this unless you have
too much money and can’t be bothered to
spend time understanding the risks and potential return of your holdings.

The key to contented investing is to match your individual risk profile with what is available. If you ask most
people what they expect from their investments the
chances are they will tell you they want very high returns
with little or no risk. If I tell them at outset that this is an
impossible dream they are less likely to be disappointed
when their speculative investment falls, or their conservative one underperforms. For every 1 or 2 percent gain
above deposit rates there is a corresponding rise in risk.

Investing is really simple.

And most important of all and the first question any
sensible investor should ask is what sort of consumer
protection do I get. If you hold the safest asset in the
world ant the company holding it goes bankrupt where
do I stand?

Every investment falls into one of three categories; secure, balanced or speculative. So the next time you are
presented with an investment opportunity ask yourself
into which of these categories does it fall?
If you get an email from Nigeria promising you millions of
dollars in return for your bank account details you know
this is a high risk no-go investment.
An equity fund in India which has averaged 40% each
year over the past few years is also a speculative fund
but has potential do the same again.

Please take professional advice and sleep
well. It’s that simple.

david.thrifty@yahoo.com

A balanced investment is less likely to fluctuate wildly up
and down. A good example is that of Corporate Bonds.
These are debt instruments issued by blue chip companies which pay a return higher than bank interest rates.
The higher the return above bank base rates the higher
the risk.
A secure investment is generally regarded as a no risk
one. Bank accounts, especially when guaranteed by the
Government and all types of deposit investments fall
into this category. Property which you have owned for
a long time in a first world country, may also fall in here.
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Automotive

Golf Cart For Sale

Golf Cart Club Car For Sale

96 Club Car golf cart for sale.
(Burapha Golf ) 48V, 4 seats, room for
2 golf bags, new batteries, new tires,
brakes, headlights, tail lights, many
new parts, extra parts available , very
fast and reliable. 65,000 THB ono.
wvb744@gmail.com Rusty
65,000 THB
Email: wvb744@gmail.com
For Sale, Toyota Vigo.
Toyota PreRunner Diesel 2010,
Beautiful condition,never used
as
commercial,approx.100,000
Baht
extras,inc.
20
Chrome
wheels,running boards,DVD,Leather
Seats,Turbo Timer,etc,etc, Engine
Timing Assy.recently re-newed.
Meticulous service history.
410 THB
Email: geoff_lltt@yahoo.com.au
40% Discount On Medical
Insurance
We can offer 40% discount on
medical insurance with a company
that last year paid out over 98%
of claims in full. At all times you
will receive the very best care with
access to the very latest medical
equipment, the most qualified
doctors and nurses as well as the
latest and best medications on the
market.At all times you will be in the
very best hands.For further details
either ring 062 898 7770,  
Email: colin@nrg-financialservices.
com

www.pattayatrader.com

Cars and trucks
Pick Up For Rent

97 CLUB CAR golf cart 48V 2 seats
room for two golf bags headlight
tail lights new batteries new brakes
many new parts spare parts available
battery charger included very
fast and reliable 60,000 THB ono
wvb744@gmail.com
60,000 THB
Email: wvb744@gmail.com
2014 Honda Cbr600 For Infor
Whatsapp Us At +971557414952
2015 Honda CBR600,In more
euphoric economic times, the
600-class sport bikes were getting
significant upgrades every two
years. But consumer tastes have
shifted away from the race replicas
and both manufacturers and buyers
are more cautious these days. The
pace of innovation has slowed,
but that doesn’t mean the bikes
are slow.Today’s test case is the
Honda CBR600RR. CBRs have been
a benchmark since the 600 class
was invented. So, how does the 2015
version measure up?             Contact
us for more info at    +971557414952
4,000 THB
Email: Chintousammy@gmail.com
2016 Toyota Fortuner Trd
Sportivo White Pearl/ Black Matte
Sexy, Sleek Super Clean includes
first class Insurance and Road
Tax Thru May 2018. Clean Title w
Blue Book and all Dealer Service
Records. Moving Back to USA best to
sell as it would only sit in our Garage
for years before we return. Low
miles Top of the Line Toyota
1,549,000 THB
Email: dannywla@aol.com

Diesel, Automatic, 4 door,1 day =
650b, NO weekly, monthly rate deals,
NO trips to Isan/ Chang Mai, Etc, for
use in local provinces only, No 1
insurance included. 650b Per day,
Deposit 3,000 Tel: 0847808457 Email:
Info@wheeliespattaya.com
650 THB
Email: TANU1977@hotmail.com
Lease/buy Financial
Instruments(bg,sblc)
We are financial firm that is in
partnership with AAA rated banks in
Europe and Hong Kong .We provides
financial services to corporate bodies
and individuals around the globe.
We provide the following services
effectively -project finance,business
f i n a n ce, co n s u l t a n c y, p rov i s i o n
of
financial
instruments
from
top
European
banks.
Such
instruments
are:
L
LOAN, BG, SBLC, LC, MTN, MT103, POF,
CMO, DLC, PROJECT FINANCING AND
DISCOUNTING. No upfront payment,
we charge 0.1% in every transaction
successfully concluded. We receive
our payment at the end of a
successful conclusion of the
transaction.Contact us for more
details.Thomas Reed.
10,000 THB
Email: thomasrred@gmail.com

For Sale Car Chevrolet Cruze, Ls, 4
Dr, 1.6l, At
Great condition, mileage is only 3Х,
000 km, has never been accident, 2
sets of keys, service book, blue book,
TAX, all the documents are ready for
transfer.http://www.bahtsold.com/
view/for-sale-car-chevrolet-cruze-ls4-dr-1-6l-at-302249 id Line: bruno.
morales
350,000 THB
Email: brunomorales8660@gmail.
com
2016 Toyota Fortuner Trd Sportivo
White Pearl/ Black Matte
Sexy, Sleek Super Clean includes
first class Insurance and Road
Tax Thru May 2018. Clean Title w
Blue Book and all Dealer Service
Records. Moving Back to USA best to
sell as it would only sit in our Garage
for years before we return. Low miles
Top of the Line Toyota
1,549,000 THB
Email: dannywla@aol.com
2013 Honda Forza 300 Abs In
Perfect Condition

2013 HONDA FORZA 300 ABS-8,387
Kms-Perfect condition-Black-PIRELLI
tyres-Never been in an accident
or fall down-No scratches-Last
maintenance
20/11/2017(8,380
kms)-All
electronics,
engine
and
main
components
in
perfect
condition-123000
BAHT/0871351920
123,000 THB
Phone: 0871351920
Email: ilgincbirbilgi@gmail.com
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Motorcycle

2012 Honda Cbr600rr, Whatsap.
number On +905387437771

8,387 Kms / 2013 Honda Forza
300 Abs In Perfect Condition

8387 Kms / Black 2013 Honda Forza
300 ABS / Perfect condition / Pirelli
tyres / Never been in an accident or
fall down and no scratches / Regularly
serviced / Tax and insurance paid
till 18-08-2018 / Green book on my
name / 123,000 BAHT / 0871351920
123,000 THB
Phone: 0871351920
Email: ilgincbirbilgi@gmail.com
Honda Cbr 1000 Rr Fireblade Sp
Repsol 2015

honda cbr 1000 rr fireblade sp repsol
2015 whatsapp +1(323)641-3248
4,000 THB
Email: jamesmarhaba02@gmail.com
2015 Honda Cbr For Sale
Whatsapp Me On +971527634052
Hello brothers i am selling my
bike and am selling it for a very
good price still in good condition
with a very low melage for more
information please contact me
whatsapp on+971527634052
3,500 THB
Email: manyongroland@gmail.com
2014 Kawasaki Ninja 1000abs
This 2014 ninja ABS with 6,600
miles mostly on high way with it
original seat and windshield is in
pefect condition for more details
contact me throuh whatsapp
+971525204960
Email: abdulaijasinnaser@gmail.com
2014 Kawasaki Ninja 1000abs
This 2014 ninja ABS with 6,600
miles mostly on high way with it
original seat and windshield is in
pefect condition for more details
contact me throuh whatsapp
+971525204960
Email: abdulaijasinnaser@gmail.com
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Food and Drink
Home Made Cookies., Cookie Hut.
The Most Delicious.

Interested buyers who is ready for
purchase, do contact me for more
details and information on my
whatsap number aboveCondition:
UsedYear: 2012Make: HondaModel:
CBR600RRCategory: SportbikeType:
MotorcycleMileage:
4824Primary
Color: WhiteEngine Size: 599 cc cc
60,000 THB
Email: mohamadsaungweme@
gmail.com
2013 Honda Forza... 10850k
Bought a car and now selling the
Forza asI no longer need it. This
is a very good opportunityto buy
a speedy dependable Forza with
disc brakesfront and back… very
true braking action! This bike is
in perfect condition… very clean
and not marked!- 10850 Kms on
the clock- In mean looking black
color- Has extended Windshield
and back rest.
( Was B10000
option at purchase.)- Registered
01 / 06/ 2013- Tyres are in good
condition(back new)- Was always
parked in covered parking- Never
been in an accident or fell downAll the electronics, engine and main
components in perfect condition
and regular service checks!- Green
book and maintenance book.- Tax
and insurance is paid till 01 / 06 /
2017- Come try it out and see for
yourself, you won’t be disappointed!
Surprisingly Powerful 300cc!- Asking
B115000- + Selling Full face quality
Rider helmet B2500(Pattaya Jomtien)- Gil 091-993-1200
115,000 THB
Phone: 091-993-1200
Email: gillaplante@gmail.com

Business
Shipping Containers
20ft....40ft Standard and HQ can view
and ideal for Conversions.Prices from
39,000 THB
Email: phil@kssthailand.com

Music
Prs Elec Guitar
Good Prs electric guitar copy with
personal amp for practise
5,000 THB
Email: amptronique@gmail.com

Cookie Hut , the homemade
cookies. We select the best material.
Produce with clean and care. No
color and additives added.
Seal
every piece to preserv before pack in
charming package. Best impressive
souvenier in every special occasion.
Please visit our shop in Nonthaburi
or our web : cookieshut dot comLINE
ID : at_your_service
55 THB
Email: cookiehut@hotmail.com

Investments

Do You Want To Unlock The Money
From Your Uk Pension?
If you have a UK pension we can
help you release the money making
your life in Thailand more enjoyable.
Recently there has been changes to
UK legislation so come to the experts
for unbiased professional advice. The
advice we offer is free of charge so
you have nothing to lose.
Email: cnwn33@gmail.com

Businesses for
sale
Car Wash For Sale
Very profitable car wash and
detailing business for sale in Si
Racha. To include all equipment and
stock. 750000 baht. Tel: English 062
898 7770 or Thai 095 061 1114
750,000 THB
Email: cnwn33@gmail.com

Electronics
Lcd Monitor

Condos For Sale Patttaya
Rent|buy|thailand

Looking for a condo in Pattaya or
Jomtien areas great selection of
condos available 1 bed, 2 bedroom
or studios condo Pattaya pattaya
property thailand property rent
house Pattaya Pattaya coastal real
estate Invest in a Pattaya condo
with finance options available large
range of Thailand property All of
our properties are refurbished and
remodeled to a high standard - we
offer short or long term rentals, Easy
Payment Plans to help you finance
your Thailand property. Please visit
our Flexi Payment section for further
details. Would you like help finding
a condo for sale Pattaya, Jomtien
or surrounding areas? Contact us
with your requirements and we will
find a condo for sale Pattaya for you:
Jomtien property
Email: pattayathailand.condos@
yandex.com
Yamaha Acoustic
guitar v good cond
4,500 THB
Email: amptronique@gmail.com

LCD monitor 20 inch RGB DVI out.
500 THB
Email: janosross10@yahoo.com
Selling :yamaha Tyros 5
Workstation,mackie Tt
System32,korg Pa4x

We offer genuine, personalized
customer service and trustworthy
professional service.We are an
authorized dealer for hundreds of
name brands,Our sales team has
hands on knowledge of the products
we sell.We have affiliations and
certifications with the industries
best.Secure track able insured
shipping and Standard manufacturer
warranty.
2,300 THB
Email: aurelio.moretti009@hotmail.
com
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Financial Instrument Providers Bg,
Sblc/cash
Dear Sir/MaI am a financial consultant
and have a very good and reputable
Provider of some bank instruments
which can be monetized and
discount for funding of your various
project within lenders/investors
and projects owners or borrowers
that need funding for there various
projects etc. We give opportunities
for projects owner not withstanding
the kind
of projects, business
support and can be engaged
into PPP trading. Projects such
asReal Estate ProjectsConstruction
ProjectsGovernment
contract
Projects, Transportation Projects
Aviation ProjectsTelecommunication
ProjectsImport and Export Projects
etc.We are located in Europe and
we are very ready to take a good
look at yourprojects and faciliate the
whole process.Kindly contact me if
you have projects that need funding
through this;Thomas Reed.
10,000 THB
Email: thomasrred@gmail.com

Mobile Phones
I Phone 6s

I Phone 6S 64GB Gold Color Refinbish
phone
9,500 THB
Phone: 0890160950
Email: stcathjr@gmail.com
New 2 Tb External Portable Hard
Drives

Desktop PCs
Antminer S9 With Power Supply
From Bitmain New In Box

Antminer s9 with power supply from
bitmain New in BoxPRICE: 31,800
THBThis is brand new Original
Anminer with complete accessories
and warranty.Antminer S9APW3++
Power Supply UnitPower Cords
31,800 THB
Email: rayanzay@hotmail.com

Security
Equipment

Cameras
Selling : Canon Eos 5d Mark
Iv,canon Eos-1d,nikon D850,nikon
D750,nikon D3x,nikon D610
Canon EOS 5DS R 50.6 MP SLR Body Only cost $1500 USDCanon
Eos 1dx Dslr Camera Body + Ef 24105mm F/4l Is + 70-200mm F/4l
cost $5000USDCanon EOS 5D Mark
IV Cost $3000USDCanon EOS-1D
X Mark II DSLR Camera Body Only,
Full Frame, 20 Megapix cost $5000
USDCanon EOS 1D Mark IV 16.1 MP
Digital SLR Camera - Body Only c
cost $1300 USDCanon EOS 1Ds Mark
III 21.1 MP Digital SLR Camera - Body
Only cost $ 350 USDCanon EOS
70D DSLR Camera with 18-135mm
STM f/3.5-5.6 Lens Kit cost $950
USDCanon EOS 70D DSLR Camera
cost $500 USDCanon EOS Rebel T3i
18.0 Megapixel DSLR Camera cost $
950 USD Canon EOS Rebel T7i EF-S
18-55 IS STM Kit cost $600USD
20,000 THB
Email: aurelio.moretti009@hotmail.
com

Lg Oled65b6p Flat 65-inch 4k

Brand New LG OLED65B6P Flat
65-Inch 4K Ultra HD Smart OLED
TV (2016 Model) with Warranty
$1200USD 4K 3840 x 2160 OLED
Panel Screen Mirroring Technology
Built-In Wi-Fi & Ethernet Connectivity
Access LG Content Store and Apps
Full Web Browser 4 x HDMI / 3 x
USB Cinematic Color Dolby & DTS
Decoders Built In web OS 3.0 Smart
Functionality HDR Enhanced Display
For more information’s on this TV and
how to buy do contact us directly
through E-Mail ( highlandstore10@
gmail.com )
Email: highlandstore10@gmail.com

Gadgets
Bitcoin Secure Storage Gadget
I have 1 Ledger Nano S Bitcoin
hardware wallet for sale. Brand
new in sealed box. https://www.
ledgerwallet.com/images/products/
lns/ledger-nano-s-fold-medium.png
105 USD if paid with fiat 95 USD if
paid through Bitcoin
3,500 THB
Email: tanzor@tuta.io

www.pattayatrader.com

I have some brand new, unopened
2 TB external portable hard drives
that I never used. These all have
fast USB3 data transfer by plugging
it into your USB port, complete
with the USB3 cable. These come
already pre formatted for Windows,
but all can be easily reformatted
for Mac. The one Western Digital I
have is already formatted for Mac.
The Seagate drives are Windows,
and the Blackweb Drives are also
Windows. 2500 Baht price is firm,
and I can guarantee they will work
for you. Can deliver in the Pattaya
general area and help you set it up
if you wish, just send me an email or
call 06 1380 4988. For some reason,
this system thinks I have an invalid
phone number.
2,500 THB
Email: darrell.nieberding@gmail.
com
Evian Dining Pool Table 8ft
Evian - Dining Pool Table 8ft This ultra
modern slim design table is made
from Solid European Beech Wood.It
is a Combination of Pool and Dining
Table in one. Featuring a removable
3 piece Solid Oak Wood Dining Top, 3
piece 3/4 Thick Slate, USA American
9 Ball Worsted Cloth and American
style drop pockets, the Evian table is
the perfect addition to any Dining or
Games room.
125,000 THB
Email: simon@thailandpooltables.
com

We Are Project Finance, Bg,sblc/
cash
Greetings ,I am direct to a provider
who has recently issued banking
instruments for a couple of my clients
the provider is 100% check-able you
can do your due diligence on them. I
personally know the provider. They
deal with issuing of instruments
such as Bank Guarantee and Standby
Letters of Credit also Letters of
Credit. I only want serious buyers
then i will put you in touch with the
provider directly. Our instruments
are only from triple ‘a’ rated banks
and we issue from $10m and above.
The provider is 100% verifiable.They
are ready to issue immediately once
terms are agreed. Regards.Thomas
Reed.
10,000 THB
Email: thomasrred@gmail.com

Employment
Easy To Earn Rs.18,000/- Per
Month, Work From Home Simple
Ad Posting Jobs
R looking for PART TIME JOBS? View
this link http://adpostjob4u.com &
Apply to Part time Jobs in Delhi NCR,
Mumbai, Kochi, Kohima, Coimbatore,
Bhopal, Guwahati, Durgapur, Ranchi,
Bangalore, Hyderabad, Chennai,
Kolkata, Pune and Ahmedabad.
Apply and get your dream job. Build
a massive income from your home.
Visit our website to start making
EXTRA MONEY From Your Home.
For more visit- http://cyberexpo.in
E-mail us-info@cyberexpo.in Contact
mobile- 075 85 04 04 04 , 081 45 04
04 04*By-GUY0851FA -03-12-2017
Email: sis.work2017@gmail.com

House Keeping, Driver, Nanny,
Security Needed Urgently
Hello we are a family living in the
USA and we are looking for a God
fearing Au pair service, driver,
House keeper , for our home for
our kids in USA { Honolulu, Hawaii
}...*ACCOMMODATION FREE*FOOD
FREE*VISA /FLIGHT TICKET FREE*NO
TAX
....*SALARY
..Nanny:-3000
Dollars per month 300 Dollars
per week for your up keepshouse
keeper:-2500 Dollars per month
300 Dollars per week for your up
keepssecurity:-3000 Dollars per
month 300 Dollars per week for your
up keepsDriver:-2800 Dollars per
month 300 Dollars per week for your
up keepsSerious applicant should
message me on..WHATSAP:- +1-661543-0795ONLY SEROUS WORKER
SHOULD APPLY.
3,000 THB
Email: md.alikafamily@gmail.com

Part Time
Part Time Job
Accountant work from home
to help with budgets forecasts
management accounts etc. Pattaya
based preferred. Email markbond@
voovagroup.com
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Hobby and
Sport
For Sale: Yamaha Tyros 5
Workstation Keyboard
Yamaha Tyros 5 76-Key Arranger
Workstation
Keyboard
3
speakersStatusAC power cordMusic
rest and bracketsCD-ROMOwner’s
ManualInstallation
GuideUser
Registration CardWarranty: 3 Years
Manufacturer’s
WarrantyYamaha
Tyros 5 76-Key Arranger Workstation
Keyboard
Yamaha Tyros 4 61Key
Arranger
Workstation
KeyboardYamaha Tyros 3 61 Key
KeyboardYamaha Motif XS8 88-Key
KeyboardYamaha Motif XS7 76-Key
Keyboard Yamaha Tyros2 61-Key
KeyboardYamaha PSR-S700 61-Key
PortableYamaha PSR-S900 - 61-Key
Arranger Workstation Korg Pa2XPro
76-key arranger keyboardKORG
PA800 PRO ARRANGEKorg OASYS
88 88-Key Workstation Korg PA500
61-key Arranger KeyboardWhy buy
from us?* Your privacy is assured
2,100 THB
Email: aurelio.moretti009@hotmail.
com
Great Bluegrass Resonator Banjo!
Great beginner bluegrass banjo! You
can play any bluegrass music with
this banjo. Holds tuning well and has
new strings. It is the best entry level
banjo for the money!In excellent
condition and ready to play! Good
quality from end to end!!
4,750 THB
Phone: 0963568632
Email: mike03063@gmail.com
Thai Stratocaster
Beautiful red Casmain Stratocaster
with upgraded electronics. New Dr
Neon silky smooth strings. The guitar
is ready for Rocksmith! Includes
Schaller style strap locks, a couple
of picks, an electronic tuner, tremolo
bar and a very nice Yamaha gig bag.
It will do anything that a Stratocaster
is supposed to do! Just do a search
for Casmain on Youtube to see this
guitar in action.
4,500 THB
Phone: 0963568632
Email: mike03063@gmail.com
Need Medical Insurance?
Do you need medical insurance?
If anything should go wrong with
your health in Thailand you will
have to pay for it yourself unless
you have medical insurance. We
are experts in finding the right
insurance for you from local low
cost schemes to comprehensive
cover world wide with international
insurers. Whatever your needs talk
to the experts
Email: cnwn33@gmail.com
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Bicycles
For Cervelo S3 Olympic Edition
Lightweight Road Bike

For Cervelo s3 Olympic Edition
Lightweight Road Bike 3t/DuraAce di2 Group Groupset Price US
$1,706.12 Contact me: WHATSAPP
CHAT +17193943773 Skype: sales.
trendi
1,706 THB
Email: strollerslimited@gmail.com

Garden
Trees For Sales
Over 100 palm trees for sale, range
from 3-5 metres in height. Can sell in
batches or the whole lot in one sale.
Suit new project or landscaper. 5001000 baht each, depending on size.
Kao Talo area. Email only for further
information. No phone calls please.
Some frangipani trees for sale too,
various sizes.
500 THB
Email: mmaccraken@gmail.com

Furniture
Walker

Cervelo P5 Six 54cm 700c
Shimano Dura Ace Di2 11 Speed
Carbon Aero

used only for 2 months and perfect
condition
300 THB
Phone: 0890160950
Email: stcathjr@gmail.com
For sale Cervelo P5 Six 54cm 700c
Shimano DURA ACE DI2 11 Speed
Carbon Aero TT Triathlon Bike
Price:US $2,600.00
Contact me:
WHATSAPP CHAT +17193943773
Skype: sales.trendi
2,600 THB
Email: strollerslimited@gmail.com

Games and Toys
Ps4 Uncharted 4: A Thief
very good condition, without
damage and scratches, the original!
900 THB
Phone: 0951455774
Email: axiles200502@gmail.com

Home and
Garden
Professional Ladder For Sale
Professional ladder, brand Altrex,
2 x 10 steps, maximum height 5
meterNew never used, new price was
17000 Baht now 8000 Baht
8,000 THB
Email: evdb53@hotmail.com
Espring Water Filter
The best water filter in the world
12,000 THB
Email: amptronique@gmail.com

Whirlpool Dryer For Sale
Purchased new about two years
ago nearly 35.000 Thb. Now we
are moving to a new apt already
equipped with washer/dryer,so has
to let it go. (Would have kept it if
new apartment had enough space)
Everything works well. Perfect
working condition. It’s a condenser
dryer with very large load capacity.So
your clothes won’t be ever damaged
with the high temperature. Below
are some key specification of this
machine:- Invertor- 6 Automatic
sensor (Whirlpool 6th sense system).
No drying time need to be set.- Made
in France- 7KG capacity- Anti-crease
function.- Anti-bacterial function.Different programs for different
needs.Model
Whirlpool
AWZ
8677 Local area delivery free/ Price is
23.000 thb.Call 088-4227677
23,000 THB
Email: mikessidecar@gmail.com

Legal and
accounting
Aamil
92-315-1140115 Aamil Suleman
Bengali Call Mobile Whtsupp No All
Problems Solution Results 100%
Phone: 923151140115
Email: aamilsuleman1@yahoo.com

Miscellaneous
Rolex Oyster Datjust Mens Watch.

Original Oyster datjust with all
documents provided.
150,000 THB
Email: ianbaxter1957@gmail.com

Pets
Ostrich Chicks And Guarantee
Fertile Ostrich Eggs.
Besides selling Ostrich chicks, we
also sell ostrich hatching eggs for
those of you that want to incubate
and hatch your own ostriches on
your farm. Ostrich and emu hatching
eggs for sale are of the highest
quality!Our hatching eggs are sent
by priority mail and should be to
you within 3-4 days after that breed
hatching date.We guarantee the
Ostrich Chicks and Fertile Eggs to be
true to breed variety and to arrive in
good condition.We sell top quality,
farm fresh fertile hatching eggs. All
you need to do is place them in an
egg incubator and see them hatch!
The quality of the hatching eggs are
excellent and we have recorded up
to 98% hatch rates in our Sure hatch
Egg incubators using these fertile
broiler eggs.
200 THB
Email: scottbuds4life@gmail.com

Services
Kojic Acid @ Glutathione
Cream For Skin Complexion
+27783431987
Call Dr.Kelly for Kojic Acid, ivory
caps pills & Glutathione cream Dual
skin Whitening / skin Bleaching Soap
appx. 150gms Rejuvenates Tired
Skin, Whitens Freckles, Age Spots
& Acne Scars Contains a special
blend of extracts that nourish the
skin naturally and also produce a
micro-exfoliation effect Cleanse
deeply embedded dirt; helps
remove black/white heads Helps
lighten skin pigmentation such as
acne scars, age spots. Continuous
use will provide youthful glowing
skin, for more information and
queries about the products, To order
Contact +27783431987 whatsapp.
200 THB
Email: manisulchemical@gmail.com
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Bg Sblc Offers For Lease And Sales
Are you having one or two difficulties
from other financial instrument
lender? I want you to take a chance
with us you will never regret doing
business deal with our firm.We have
direct and efficient providers.I am
the sole (Direct) mandate to several
genuine efficient providers for lease/
sales BG/ SBLC and other financial
instruments, at reasonable prices,
Issuance by top AAA rated Bank in
Europe.Presently, we focus on BG/
SBLC for Lease and Sale transactions,
However, our Lease BG/SBLC is 6+2%
and Sale at 32+2%.Should you find
this interesting and acceptable?
Kindly, contact us and we shall
review and respond with DOA within
48hrs maximum.Please request for
full procedure details if interested.
(WE MOVE FIRST)For further inquiry
contact:Robert
Francis,Skype:
robfrancis7+447546769978
1,000 THB
Email: robertfrancis767@gmail.com

Teaching and
education
Tesol

Trade Tesol certification 120 hr for
bitcoin.Certification is real and has
data based that can be checked
against.email for details
1,000 THB
Email: brenton_noe@yahoo.com

www.pattayatrader.com

Abc Nursery Pattaya

is a small Nursery School and Day
Care Center which offers a “feel like
home“ environment. ABC Nursery
Pattaya was established in 2017
with the intention of providing an
affordable pre-kindergarten school
experience
with
international
standard. Located in a central area
near the Pattaya railway road with
easy access for the parents and a safe
place to learn for the children. ABC
Nursery Pattaya welcomes children
aged 18 months to 4 years and offers
a well balanced curriculum teaching
in Thai and English language suitable
for Thai national and international
children.
5,900 THB
Email: thai_falang@yahoo.com
Text
ABC Nursery Pattaya is a small
Nursery School and Day Care Center
which offers a “feel like home“
environment. ABC Nursery Pattaya
was established in 2017 with the
intention of providing an affordable
pre-kindergarten school experience
with international standard. Located
in a central area near the Pattaya
railway road with easy access for the
parents and a safe place to learn for
the children. ABC Nursery Pattaya
welcomes children aged 18 months
to 4 years and offers a well balanced
curriculum teaching in Thai and
English language suitable for Thai
national and international children.
1,000,000 THB
Email: thai_falang@yahoo.com
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PROVIDED BY WWW.PUZZLES.CA

SOLUTIONS ARE ON PAGE 60
www.pattayatrader.com

Finished the crossword? And the Sudoku? And the quiz?

Why not play

the Pattaya Trader Game?
Grab a partner, a rope and your copy of the Trader and go to
YouTube to find out how to throw the best party in town!
www.youtube.com/PattayaTrader
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ACROSS

Down

ACROSS

DOWN

1. Gusto (4)
3. Brings to an address (8)
8. Feast (7)
9. Tag (5)
10. Performer (5)
11. Trade barrier (7)
12. Voice box (6)
13. Large numbers of people (6)
16. Closest (7)
18. One of the senses (5)
20. Cajoled (5)
21. Before (7)
22. Fragile (8)
23. Unsightly (4)

1. Slow moving ice mass (7)
5. Lawsuits (5)
8. Sacred song (5)
9. Hide (7)
10. No longer in existence (7)
11. A select few (5)
12. Avid (5)
14. Shrimp-like crustaceans (5)
19. Implements (5)
21. Grisly (7)
23. Irksome (7)
24. Ice hut (5)
25. Church officer (5)
26. Throw away (7)

Banglamung Police Station
Sukhumvit Rd, Banglamung
Tel: 038 222 100
Banglamung Post Office
Tel: 038 428 225

Sukhumvit Rd, Banglamung
Tel: 038 221 000
Pattaya City Helpline
Tel: 1337

Pattaya City Hall
Chonburi Immigration Office North Pattaya Road
Soi 5, Jomtien Beach Road
Tel: 038 253 100
Jomtien Post Office
Soi 5, Jomtien Beach Road
(to 4.30pm Mon-Fri)
Tel: 038 231 944
Naklua Fire Brigade

Pattaya City Hospital
Soi Buakhow
Tel: 038 420 562
Pattaya Electricity
Banglamung office

Tel: 038 221 007
Hotline: 1129
(for electricity failures)
Pattaya Fire Brigade
Third Road, South Pattaya
Tel: 038 424 678

1. Striped equine (5)
2. US legislator (7)
4. One or the other (6)
5. Hot remnants of a fire (5)
6. Bars (7)
7. Secured by written agreement (10)
9. Research workplace (10)
12. Lackadaisical (7)
14. Hoping for (7)
15. Certify (6)
17. Spiritual being (5)
19. Ahead of time (5)

1. Burrowing rodent (6)
2. Conform (5)
3. Vast (7)
4. Repeat aloud from memory (6)
5. Small boat (5)
6. First and most important (7)
7. Found a solution (6)
13. Staved off (7)
15. Draws back with fear (7)
16. Sculpture (6)
17. Entertained (6)
18. On the far side (6)
20. Examine minutely (5)
22. Strong lightweight wood (5)

Tel: 038 429 325
Pattaya Post Office
Sukhumvit Rd (nr Na Jomtien)
Tel: 038 429 341

Pattaya Health Department
Tel: 038 429 374

Pattaya Tourist Police
Pratamnak Road, nr Fitness Park
Tel: 1155
Tel: 038 429 371

Pattaya Memorial Hospital
Tel: 038 429 422

Pattaya Water Works
Tel: 038 222 462

Pattaya City Police Station
cnr Beach Rd & Soi 9

Sawang Boriboon Rescue Service
Hotline: 1669

SOLUTIONS ARE ON PAGE 60
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Egis has just registered a new success in Thailand
with the signature of a contract for the Bangkok metro’s “Pink Line” as Project Consultant with its local
partner Team Consult.

The first monorail in Thailand
The Pink Line, the country’s first monorail project, has been
planned as part of the “Mass Rapid Transit Master Plan”
(M-MAP), an extensive programme to develop the public transport network in the Bangkok metropolitan region. Stretching
34.5 km, the future line will run between the north-western
province of Nonthaburi and Thailand’s capital city Bangkok.
Its 42 trains will reach a maximum commercial speed of 80
km/h and carry more than 28,000 passengers per hour per
direction, this improving the everyday journeys of more than
400,000 people.
The line will blend seamlessly into the existing transport network, offering connections with the Dark Red railway line, the
Purple and Orange metro lines and the elevated Sukhumvit
Line, part of the Bangkok Mass Transit System (BMTS).

From design to commissioning
Estimated to cost THB 53.5 billion (approximately €1.3 billion),

www.pattayatrader.com

the Pink Line Monorail is the first PPP project (public-private
partnership) in Thailand to encompass the construction of infrastructure, the supply and installation of equipment (systems
and rolling stock) and the operation and maintenance of the
line.
The contract was awarded by the Thai Mass Rapid Transit Authority (MRTA) to the joint venture BSR, formed by BTS Group,
Sino-Thai Engineering & Construction and Ratchaburi Electricity Generating Holding Plc.
The project management and construction supervision of
the line will be led by the TEAM Group / Egis consortium for
a three-year period. Egis will be specifically responsible for
design review, manufacturing supervision, installation and
testing of all the systems (including the Monorail supplied by
Bombardier, together with track switches) up until the commencement of revenue service.

Egis in Asia

Egis has built up a solid reputation in urban transit and railway
transportation engineering in Asia, in particular in Thailand
with several noteworthy contracts in recent years on Bangkok’s metro lines (Blue Line, Green Line and Orange Line) and
in Indonesia with the Palembang light metro project. These
achievements, which come in addition to those in other sectors in the region, illustrate Egis’ interest in the Asian market
and offer confirmation of the Group’s growing development in
this vast region of the world.
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T

he daily excursion from Pattaya to Bankok and
back is becoming more and more popular as
the demand is getting greater.There is growing
commerce between the two great cities in business
as well as tourism and as many Thai residents
are buying a new or second homes in Pattaya it is
increasingly popular to travel between the capital and
the seaside resort.
Development and upgrading of the motorway
network, namely Highway 7 has been a boon to road
transport. However, commuters should be aware that
using this route is soon to get more expensive as a
new toll has been constructed a few kilometers from
Pattaya.

SOLUTIONS

So what options are open to the traveler should
he wish to travel from Pattaya to Bangkok? Most
westerners would automatically think of the train
but do not expect Thai train services to match that
of Europe or the Americas. Even though it is the
cheapest option the fare being just 31 baht, the daily
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